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SAMSUNG UE28J4100

TECHNICAL DETAILS

  Category Monitor

  Diagonal (in) 28

  Panel VA

  Standard HD

  Resolution (px×px) 1366x768

  Screen aspect ratio 16:9

  Connectors 3 x RCA (Component input)

  Connectors Common Interface slot

  Connectors 1 x 3.5mm jack (Phones output)

  Connectors 2 x HDMI (Input)

  Connectors 2 x RCA (Audio input)

  Connectors 1 x Optical digital audio output

  Connectors 1 x SCART (RGB)

  Connectors 1 x Antenna

  Connectors 1 x USB-A

  Max. power consumption (W) 45

  Height with stand (mm) 483.1

  Depth with stand (mm) 151

  Width without stand (mm) 643.4

  Height without stand (mm) 396.5

  Depth without stand (mm) 62.9

  Net weight (kg) 3.75

  Set contains Power cord

  Set contains Remote control
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

The 28-inch Samsung UE28J4100 is an LED monitor adapted for HD quality with a resolution of 1366x768, which meets the EICTA criteria.

A wide range of colors and a rich number of shades with a similar tone is a guarantee of quality, which is provided by the Samsung Wide Color Enhancer
Plus function. The Picture Quality Index technology ensures clean motion on the screen and high image quality, even during very dynamic scenes.

Viewing any multimedia on the UE28J4100 monitor is very simple - just plug in a pendrive to enjoy its resources immediately. All this is complemented by
LED screen backlights that both ensure energy efficiency and perfect reproduction of the displayed colors.

The rear panel of a 28-inch TV is equipped with inter alia two HDMI inputs, a slot for a Common Interface card, and a USB port. When mounting the device
on a monitor holder or wall, please pay attention to compliance with the spacing of VESA mounting sockets equal to 100x100mm.

SQM Rental House encourages you to check the availability of Samsung UE28J4100 TV in our rental!

Product link: 

https://rentalhouse.sqm.eu/gb/monitors-tv/259-samsung-ue28j4100.html
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